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SAFETY KNIFE 
LC959TM

To prevent injuries, the products with safety 
considerations will be essential. 
Tajima's new safety knife LC959 can be 
used at any workplace including factories, 
warehouses, offices and houses.

Auto-retract blade when it 
leaves the cutting material.

Both sides of the blade can be used.
Blade without notch for safer use.

Safety design with 
auto blade retraction.

Blade cutting edge 
can be used on 
full length by 
turning it round.

For both right and left hands by 
turning the cutting edge upside down. 

The best size to carry around.

Slider lock prevents blade 
from sticking out unexpectedly. Tether to lanyard.

①Slide out the blade and start cutting. ②While cutting, do not hold thumb 
    on slider.

③Knife automatically retracts the blade 
     as soon as the blade is released from 
     your cutting material.

The simple usage

3 steps
Read the QR code 
for more information

Art.Nr. EAN

LC959X/Y1 1 SAFETY KNIFE LC959 YELLOW 10 120 4975364 112064

ABC

Art.Nr. EAN

CB93H/Y1 10 CB93 10PCS IN HARD CASE 20 240 4975364 112071

ABC

Replacement Blade CB93

SAFETY KNIFE LC959TM
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